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A single glauconite of Upper Cambrian age from the Birk
mos member of the Franoonia formation from Wisconsin has been
meehanioelly tpurfited and split into six fractions, Ages have
beeoon determined for four of these fractions by using both theRb/Sr and K/A methodse The four portions were treated in thefollowing manner: I03280A (?a) wos leathed in 25% MAC for 17
hours, G 080A () was hoseated t 970C for 25 hours, 03280A (5)
was not treatedt and 03280A (6) whioh was oomposed of fines
and contained a large amount of calcium carbonate, was un-
treated also.
The Rb/Sr age for 03280A (2a) was in excellent agreement
with 03280& (4 and 5) althgh its normal strontium content
was reduced from 12 ppm to #6 ppm. The K/A ages for 03280A(2a, 4, antd ) showed excellent agreement so that heatingo at
least at a temperature of 970C has no effect on the argon
content. The Rb/Sr ratio for 63280A (6) was less than one-
tenth of that measured for the other three fractions, and the
ages for both the isotope dilution and isotope ratio analyses
were highly erroneous. The K/A age for this portion was in
excellent agreement with the Rb/Sr ages but thirty-five mil-lion years too high for the rest of the K/A ages.
The calculated ages for three of the fractions show good
agreement with the Holmes B Time Scale. The ag of the Birk-
mose member of the Pranconia formetion ie 455 (20) million
years according to the Rb/Sr method. The age, secording tothe K/A method, is 425 (M22) million years, but the potassium
values ay be slightly high. The average age for both methodsis 440 (190) million years whcoh to in perfect agreement withthe Hlmesa B Time Scale.
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The usefulness of the mineral glauconite a a m ans
of measuring absolute sedimentary rook ages has been ex
plored by several workers. Wasserburg Al (1955) and
Lipson (1956) started the K/A work while Hlersog f S. (1958)
began the initial Rb/Sr investigations with Cornier develop-
ing this method further as a Doctor's thesis (1956). These
analyses which range from Cambrian to Roent in age show
good agreement in aost eases with Holmes' 8 Time Scale
(Figure 2). A good swmary of the previous work done on
the age determination of sedimentry rocks has been present-
et by Herzog a) 5, (1958).
Past studies on the origin and formation of the mineral
gleueonite by nuerous investigators have all shown that
certain Itmiting Coadition prevailed. Warshaw (1957) has
summarized these conditions as followst
'The site of formation to in moderately shallow
marine waters which are slightly reduoing due todeeying organie matter.
'The formation takes place during times of decreased
or negligible sedimentation of detrital material.
"After or during formation 4lauconite is usually
reworked by wave action, which any be that of transo
grassing or regressing seas,
"Olaueonite develops largely by the replacement
of pre-eisting tilieates; however the type of source
material and manner of its renlecoeent vary.
If glauconite is formed as an alteration product, any
radiogenit Sr" present in the original mineral must be
removed before the glauconite to formed, An isotope dilution
analysis of a recent sediment glauoonite from the North
Atlantie Oeen',by Corater showed no measureable amount
of radiogenic Sr8 7
Reasured normal strontium content for the glauoonites
analysedby Cormier varied so greatly (from 4,2-.163 pps),
and microscopic determinations of the impurities were made,
It was found that most of the glauconites observed contained
calcium carbonate as a cement coating on the grains or fill-
ing cracks within the grains themselves.
To test this hypothesis, Cormier leached a portion of
the lewos glauconite from Leningrad, Russia, with 1.5 N Hol
for three minutes while the rest was left untreated. Mass
spectrometric determinations on both fractions showed that
the normal strontium content had dropped from 28.9 ppm for
the untreated portion to 4,2 ppm for the leached portion or
by a factor of 7. Because the ages for the two fractions
agreed within experimental error (460 and 471 million years),
the leaching in this case did not effect the radiogenic
Sreba 7 ratio. According to geologic and paleontologic
evidence, the lawos is Lower Ordovilcan; but, according to
Cormier, it is analytically older than the Franconla
formation.
The present investigation was begun with a threefold
purpose which is outlined below,
The first purpose was to obtain further information
on the effects of leaching of a glauconite with particular
attention paid to the followings
a. the measured amounts of rubidium to see if there
is any lose from acid leaching. A difference
could be due to the presence of rubidium in the
carbonate oement or the leaching of rubidium from
the glauoonite itself.
b, the measured amounts of normal strontium (to de-
termine how much normal strontium) in the untreated
portion was contained in the carbonate cement.
c. the measured amounts of radiogenic strontium to
make sure that it was all present in the glauconite
and not pertly in the cement.
d. the measured *Sr 8 7 /Rb 8 7 , which to the ratio used to
determine the final age of the glauconite.
The second purpose was to determine on age for the
gleuconite and the aedimentary rook from which it was taken.
By analyzing the glauconite by both the Rb/Sr and K/A
methods of age determinations, an excellent opportunity was
afforded to test the amount of agreement which could be ex-
pected for a gleuconite.
The third purpose was to study the effect heating would
have upon the argon content of the glauconite. It was
believed that diffusion of argon would occur at elevated
temperatures.
It was with these purposes in mind that the following
specifications were set up.
1. A large sample of at least 100 grams so that all
portions would contain at least 20 grams.
2. A high Rb/SF ratio so that small variations in the
radiogenita 107 content, which is formed from the
decay of Rb 7, would be measurable with a small
analytiol error.
3. A well-orystellized gluconite with a basal lattice
spacing d(OO1)l10.1 A*
By using x-ray powder diffraction photographs,
Warshaw (1957) has clastifled glaueonites In the
following manners
a. well-ctrystallized glauconite
b. *typical* glauconite
0, 0 mixed-layer* glauconite
d. "poorly-orystallized' glauoonito
(oo001)-10, A
d(0o1)o10.2-?10.3 A(ool001)=10.k 4 11.0 A4(001) 11.0 A
The well-*rystellized glauconite occurs as lobate,
globular grains in dolomite, ohert, or arenaceous
rooks, while the less ordered varieties occur as ire
regular, porous greins.
C14RAP=R .. SAMPLE PREPARATI2I
A. uLQIZ P e A 9LACONIQX
A Cambrian glaueonite 03280 was selected for the
following reasons:
1. Sample is stratigraph-cally and paleontologically
well dated,
2, It was known to have a Rb/Sr ratio of roughly 20
from a previous isotope dilution analysis by
Corner (1956).
3. It was analyzed by x-ray powder diffraction photog-
raphy (Moore, 1958) and found to have a basal
lattice spacing of 10.1 A.
4. A similar sample has been independ ently analyzed
in another laboratory (Wasserburg and Hayden, 1955).
5. It was of sufficient size (500 grams) to insure
that enough pure glauconite would be obtained after
mechanical concentration.
6. It also offered an excellent opportunity to refine
Cormier's Cambrian and Ordovician ages which ranged
from 380-480 million years.
Sample R3?80 from Hudson, Wisconson, was collected by
Professor E. Mencher of M.I.T. during the Geological Society
of America's Field Trip No. 2, 1956 and came from the
Birkmose Member of the Franconia Formation of Upper Cambrian
age. This exposure of the Birkmose is described in the
Guidebook (Berg 1956) as the type locality. The Franconia
formation is shown in Figure I and consists of five members.
Starting with the oldest they are: the Woodhill- a cross-
bedded, medium to coarse-grained sandstone; the Birkmose-
a glauconitic, fine-grained sandstone; the Tomeh- a very
fine-grained sandstone plus Interbedded shale; the Reno-
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a glauconitic, fine-grained sandstone; and the
Mazonanie a thinebedded or crossebedded sandstone.
Under the binooular miorosoope the crushed, untreated
sample was seen to consist of 60.70% grass-green gleuconite,
coated with a reddish-yellOW cement, Disseineted quarts
gr ens were al so present.
B. IM ANEAICH L PREPARATIO
Student John Moor* of o.I.T. did the mechanical
separation which is described here, A 100 gram sample
was crushed pertly by finger, and by rolling under an iron
pestle on an iron surface end later on a plestic table top.
The sample was then sereened. The +48 mesh size was
recrushed, the -48+100 and *100+200 mesh sizes were run
through a Frantz magnetic separator, while the *P00 mesh
sizserws also retained, Eventually all but about 50 grams
passed the +48 mesh soreen,
The non-magnette portion was collected and labeled
R3280B. The magnetic portion, composed of approximately
100 grms of glaeuonite some with a reddish carbonate cosat
ing, was collected and labeled G0380A.
The sample was then split into 20 gram portions for the
following treatments:
03280A (1). This portion was separated in bromofor ,
whose density was adjusted with aeotone,
so that quartz floated while dolomite
sank. MoNest of the sample sank.
03280A (2). This portion was divided in half.
a. Beoeuse acetic aid t known to leach
carbonate and adsorbed ions on clay, this
fraction was leached in 80 ml. of 25% HAco
for 17 hours.
03280A (3).
03280A (4).
03280A (5).
Q3280A (6).
b, This fraction was left in 100 ml.
of demineralizod water for 17 hours.
The solutions were stirred once, allowed
to sit for 17 hours and then teouum
filtered. The HAo leahed fracotionewas
washed several times dried in air at a
temperature of 35-4a0C.
This portion was heated for 25 hours at
16000 and lost approximotely 0.4 of e gram
in weight, probably adsorbed water, This
sample was not used because it was felt
that a high 16e of argon would be encountered.
This portion was heated for 25 hours at 97 0 C
and lost appnroximtely 0.3 of a gram in
weight.
This portion was left untreated.
This portion is composed of the -20 mesh
fraction of the original sample and was
washed in acetone to oleon the grains of
any minute particles which might be present.
A binocular inspection of the treated smples showed no
apparent changes except that the HAe leached fraction contain-
ed less carbonate-coated grains.
Of the seven fractions described above, the four listed
below were chosen to be analysed for this study.
03280A (2a).
03280A (4).
this fraction was of prime importance
because it would show if leahing the
calcareous cement surrounding a mineral
affected the radiogenite strontium or
rubidium content of the mineral itself.
By also measuring the potessium and argon
content and comparing it with G3280A (5)
any variations in the abundance of either
element could be noted.
This fraction was chosen to test the effeot
heating might have upon the argon present
in the glauconite. The rubidium, strontiu.,
and potassium concentrations should remain
unchanged, these elements not being volatile
from silicatep at this low temperature.
03280A (5). This unheated fraction was used as the
standard so that any differences in the
other portions could be noted.
03280A (6). This fraction, whieh wee only about 5O604
glsuconite, was chosen to study how oach
a large amount of non-redioentei strontium,
which was present in the carbonate oement,
would effect the precision of measurement
of the radiogento strontium content and
also the age.
1.0 gram samples for Sr-Rb isotopic dilution analyses
and 0.4 gram samples for K analyses are accurately weighed
to W0.2 ag. while roughly 3.0 grams are used for the strontium
isotopic ratio analyses.
All weighings are then placed in platinum dishes with the
isotopic dilution samples receiving a known amount of Sr84 and
Rb8 7 spike solutions whose oompositions and concentrations are
given in Tables 1 and 2. The samples are deomposed in reagent
grade hydrofluorit and sulfuri acird. The samples are taken
almost to dryness, end then 15 ml. more of hydrofluoric are
added to sake sure that all the silicon has been removed.
The samples are then taken to complete dryness.
The Isotopio dilution and ratio fractions are taken into
solution usinga small volume of 6 N. MC1 and is heated for
over an hour to insure removal of all fluoride tons.
The potassium fractions are taken into solution using a
demineralised water solution containing 1.2 ml. of H2SO4 per
liter. All HCl used in this study has been distilled in vycor
glassware and stored in polyethylene bottles, All water has
been passed through an ton exchange resin demineralizer and
contains less than 0.3 ppm electrolytes as NaC1, Isotopip
dilution analyses of this water disclosed the presence of
0.04 ppm potassium, 0.0005 ppm rubidium, and 0.0003 ppm
strontium (Pinson 1958).
Roughly 5 ml. of radloactive Sr 85 tracer are added to
the isotopic dilution and ratio samples before they are placed
on the ion exchange solumns for monitoring purposes. This
tracer was produced by deuteron bombardment of reagent grade
rubidium chloride in the M.I.T. cyclotron end has been
described by Winchester (1957).
The ton exchange columns were constructed using Dowex 50,
8 oro sseinked, 200-400 mesh cation exchange resin, The
columns are made of vycor glrss one inch in diameter and con-
tain approximately ?12 of resin, The columns are eluted with
2 N. HIC1 throughout. Because rubidium enrichment occurs as
the last of the potassium leaves the column, a platinum wire
was used to locate the rubidium by monitoring the elution for
potassium. The strontium is located by monitoring the column
for the Sr 8 5 tracer with a Geiger counter. Before being
placed on the tntalum filament of the mass spectrometer
source, the rubildium s converted to nitrate and the strontium
to oxalate. The conversions of rubidium and strontium
chloride to nitrate and oelate respectively haere been fully
described by Pinson (1957).
Once the potassium frctions hase been taken into solu-
tion, they are transferred to volumetric pyrex flasks end
diluted to exactly 300 ml, with a solution containing 1.2 ml.
of sulfuric acid per liter of wster. A 50 ml. aliquot of
this solution ts pipetted into a volumetric flask and
5 ml. of a standard solution containing 16, 000 ppm
lithium is added. The resulting mixture is diluted to
100.0 al. This solution is then ready for flame photo-
metric analysis. Potassium standards, containg lithium
plus synthetic biotite, were prepared using reagent grade
potassium phthalate and lithium nitrate and the synthetic
biotite described by Pinson (1958). The ithum sto used
as an internal standard,
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The assa spectro ter used i this study was a hier
type, 600 sector, 6 Saah radius, dlreot-fousing Instr-a-
Sent. Therstonic emslsson is used to proa~te positive ions
whlch are accelerated between two half plates at a 2500 volt
negative potential and passed through a sectored magnotio
field of 6 radtius and about o4000 gaus. As the ions or
charged particles enter the magnette field they are split
late several beams with each representing a certain mass/
Oharge ratio. The beams then sontaue up the tube; and, as
the strength of the sagnetto field is varied, the different
mass beams pass over the colleotor slit,. The resultin cur-
ret is amplifited by a vibrating reed electrometer (Applied
Physios Corporation Model 30) and fed to a Brown strip chart
recording potentiooter. A detailed discussion of the mass
spectrometer used in this study has been written by Cormaer
( 196).
The flame photometer used in this study was a Perkin
Elmer Model 146 This istrument was just recentlly pur-
ehased, and for the first set of analyses was not function-
ing properly. There is still a sall amount of drift present
in the defleetion needle. Because propane gas was recom-
mended for potassitu analyses, a tank of propane was adapted
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for the photometer. It was used during ell of the analyses
reported in this study.
The operational procedure to described fully in the
Perkin Elmer hadbook and will only be briefly outlined
here. The flame photometer to turned on 45~0 minutes
beforehand, A lithium solution in atomized, and the
instrument is adjusted to give the Mean senitivity.
The slope of the orve for the potaessiu standards to
determined, and the instrument is then ready for analysis.
The potassium unknowns are run alternately with nearby
standards. Although the handbook mentions that no cleaning
of the atomizer to nees sary between runs (except when it
it ologged), a smell amount of the next solution to be run
was used to clean the stomiter anyway,
Student Stanley rart of M.I.T. ran the argon analyses
reported in this study on the argon system which has been
described by Hurley (1957) and (1958).
A number of pure Sc 4 and Rb 7 spike samples have been
mses spetroetoetrically analysed by this laboratory in order
to determine thee bn es o reltive e f the isotopes in the
spikes, These values are listed in Table 1, All samples
analyzed in this work were spiked wit the sewe Rb 8 7 end
Sr84 spike solutions, in the concentrations shown in
Table 2.
The normal relative abundances of rubidium and strontium
12
isotopes shes i table I are these reported by ler (1950)
eat atabride sat ier (1950). er the s olusltlea
as r87 relative ab.ataoe of 0.0700, insteat of 0 0702
was usot on tih beast of Rrns eat fPlsongs (1"94) eat
Sohuiner's (1 56) esa.iaated vale of 0.068 0 oo100 for
the rabutease of SOr in total teXr strial streatiu 4,7
blles Yers a eat Salabridge eat S ertS (1950) ealstl
valve of 0.0702 for the relatte abu tasle ot Sr"P i
terrestrial stratiu toey. A graph was drawa up with the
oheae in sr9/sw pi gett a a ftunatn of te. zt was
from this graph that the nat 8 7 abten e iet o$ this
stiar was taen.
Bta .ae .*AS
al 0.0056 .opS6 0.*070S 0.8256
fl8Sptke 0.A40 0.9550
Norml e04215 0S27h5
e aFsen the qaatittes of spike obtiset frm the
Atle as Bery ~emtsteW are small at therfore the eror
in weighting get, iS t to osewle-y to e 5 Abr te them.
The talibration is expliaeta a i tata by Cerater (195)ant
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will only be outlined here. Large amounts (0.2 grez s)
of reagent grade normal rubidium are wetihed out and put
into solution separately. This makes any error in weighing
negligible, Aliquots of these solutions are then mixed with
a known amount of the Rb87 and Sr84 spike solutions and
analyzed on the mass spectrometer, The calibrated con-
centrations of the spike solutions used are given in Table 2.
tin Salution 99=etationS
Sr84 Spike 19.8 ag/ml
Rb87 Spike 57.8 gS/ml
14
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As only one ton baoo strikes the collector slit of the
mass speotroseter a any given tinme it is possible to roe
oord the various peaks in succession on the Brown strip
chart recorder. A large number of sets of peaks are neoes-
sary in order to correot for the small variations which oc-
our in the ian ourrents. A single sweep across the mass
range of the element is called a set. A rubidium set would
be omuposed of two peaks; a strontium set of four peaks.
From 25-40 sets wore alleoted for rbidtum analyses while
from 50-120 sets were colleeted for strontium analyses,
The peak heights were measured using a 50-seale eongln-
**ring ruler and averaged in pairs to eapensato for the
rising or fallia in Iea Oerrent stength whioh tis usually
present. The pair averages then used to caleulate the
following ratios: 85/87 for rubidium and 84/88, 86/88,
87/88, and 87/86 for stroattm. These ratios are then to-
talled, greatnd average for eah for the whole run is cal-
oulated, and this is the number used to deteramia the amounts
of rubidium and strertium in the isotope dilution and ratio
analyses.
A. a LI
In order to ealoulato a Rb/Sr age for a mineral it is
first neoossary to determine the radiogenio SrO?/Rb8 7 ratio.
The total rubidtum and Rb 7 present are obtained from the
rubidiua isotope dilution analystis in the following manner:
15
Ift IFnumber of stems of normal rubidium present
Snber of atoms of spike rubidium present
and the relative abundances of Rb85 and Rb 8 7
given in Table I are used
Then: total Ib 8 5 atomis- o.7215N0.0508
total Rb87 atompO.2785N+0.9550S
For the analysis of o03280* (4), the measured 85/87
ratio of the spiked Rb was 0,5267. This analys s is
referred to as 03280A (4) Rb IDI (a), signifying the first
isotope dilution analysis of this sample.
Then; 0.o526g;;; t0 4 g
Cross multiplying: 0.1467N + 0.50308* a0.7215N + O,045o3
Collecting terms; 0.5748N - 0.45805
and N/S a 0.7968 the atomic ratio of normal to spike
A difference in atomic weight of normal rubidium and spike
rubidium due to the difference in their isotopic compositions
makes it necessary to multiply the atomic ratio by a weight
factor obtained by dividing the stomic weight of normal
rubidium by the atomic weight of spike rubidium. This
weight factor isto 0.98o,.
Then, w/Sw a 0.7968 x 0,9844 - 0,7844
Since 5 *l. of Rb 8 7 spike of concentration 57.8 ug9/ml
were added to the sample,
, 0.7844 x 5 x 57.8 w "6.7 agm Rb
Dividing by the weight of the sample, the concentration
of rubidium is found to bes
226.7 aa, a 226.3 ppm Rb1.0017 pm.
16
Rb IDI (b) for 03280A (4), a second rubidium run,
gave 226.9 ppa Rb.
Since 8b 7 i 28.32% of he total rubitd i by
weight the amount of Rbe present in this sample
would be:
f2263 2 2..6- x .832 * 64,2 ppe Rab8
2
The strontium isotope dilution analysls to run
primarily to determine the amount of normal strontiuma
proesent in the sample and is calculated in the same manner
as the rubidium.
If: Nanumber of atoms of normal strontium present
Sunumber of stome of spike strontium present
and the relative abundances of S and Sr88
listed In Table 1 are used
Then: total SrE stoms + Oao565 0.53483 and
total Sr 8 8 atoms = 0.856 + 0,2826
Ift the measured 84/88 ratio for 03280A (4)
Sr IDI w 0.9961
Then: 0.9961 ,- + 1
6-48256 + .28964
Cross multiplying and colleating terms,
0.8168N a 0.25333
and /S a 03101 the atoamic ratio
Stnce the wYCniht a f n1rmal Sr 1.0253
weight of spike Sr
Then: V/S . 03101 x 1. 253 0.3179
Although the 84/88 ratio is used to calculate the nor-
mal strontium present in the sample beeause the 84 and 88
peaks are usually about the same height and are representa-
tive of the spike and normal strontinum oneentrations, a
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good cheek on the overall run is to caloulate the 1/S ratio
using the 86/88 ratio from the isotope dAlutiom analysis.
These ratios yield ages which agree within a few percent,
but the age based on the 84/88 measurement is onsidserably
more reliable because the ownoentrations of the 84 isotope
in the spike and normal strontium are about the same.
Ustag the relative strontium 86 ant 88 abundatances from
table 1 and the ueasured 86/88 ratio for G3280A (4) Sr IDI,
the N/S ratio was found to be:
V/5 * o.3060
The differese between thisand is a the 84/88 I/S ratio s:
0 x 100 13%
Sin** 2 al. of 19.8 gmaf l. Sr 8$ spike wasrn added to
the 1.0017 ga sample, the total amount of normal strontium
would be:
2. a 128 0317 12.6 ppe
a# .ALC.... I " - +Ta5. 1Cm pp E X1m -+ Xm.
The ratiogeite .S8 7 can be oaloulated using the isotope
dilution analysis if there is no rubidtlu present or if the
ratio of 85/87 in the aontaminating ubitdium is known ap-
proximately, This ratio is difficult to know because of
memory effoets which are present in the mass spectrometer
from previous runs,. There was rubidium contamination
throughout the entire isotope dilution run for 03280A (4)
Sr IDI; but comparisons, between the end of the run where
18
th rubdium wasee almost gone and the begining of the rMn,
made it possible to aporoxisete the 89/87 ratio for rubidium
to be about 2. The maximum error in age this assumption
could lead to is rouglhy 100; but, since a separate isoBope
ratio analysis of the unspiked Sr -s made, this error is.
not Introduced. The isotopic dilution anplyses for G3280A
(6) and G3280A (2e) both contained sets, free of eontasminating
rubidium, which wers used to calculate the isotopi dilution
age of each. Rubidium contamination in G3280A (5) persisted
throughout the run and made the caIoulation of an tsotope
dilution age for this sample impossible to do with any degree
of accuracy. Using this correction fact of 1/2 for the mess-
ureA 87 peaks of 03280A (4 , ant r87/88 ratio was found to be
0.1364. Because part of the Sr87 atoms present in this run
are contributed by the radioative decy of RbS7, it is
neocesary to introduce a third term (R) equal to the number
of atoms of radiogenic strontium present.
Using the relative strontium 87 and 88 abundances from
Table 1, the
total Sr 8 7 atomas o 0.07005 # 0,04?4 + B and
total Br~ atoams 0,856N + 0.2826S
Then: 87/88 a 0.1364 A
Cross multiplying and collecting terms
0.04261 = 0.00395 + R
B a 0.0426N - 0.0039$
But N * 0,3101S from the 84/88 N/S calculation
Substituting: R (0.0426 x 0.3101) S - 0.0039S
B a (0.0132 - 0.039) S x 0.00938
R/S a 0.0093
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The atOAic waihLt af radiorenac S 1.n017
atomte weig0ht of spike Sr
and the atomic Bw/Sw = 0.0093 x 1.017? 0.00946
The totri amount of radiogenio strontium would be:
a.Sppa 6 9x 6 na a .374 Pp1,0017 ga
The moe sacourate method for determining the redlogentc
analysis.
The 87/86 ratio for 03280A (4) Sr IDX was 1.0381
Then using the equation:
R a 0.0969 x Sr x (87/86 - 0.7099) 1.0116
Where I a the ra4togenio S 87 a (Sr 87 )0.0969 - weight abaaane ofof S6l in sommon strontiumSr w amout of noarmal trontiam present a 12.6 ppu87/86 fatound by ao seotrometrio analysis w 1,03810.7099 initial atol 87/86 ratio present in the
1.0116 a the ratio of the gtic weight of Sr 8 7 to the
atoetlo weight of Sr
the radiogenio staonttim concentration would be
0.0969 x 12.6 x (1.0381 w 0.7099) 1.0116 0o.405 ppn
The radtogeae S8r 7 Oonaetration of an isotopic ratio
analysis is more aourate for the following reasons:
a. In an isot dilu tion analysis the measured amount
of Sr87 is depondent not only on the amount of normal and
radiogenie Sr87 present In the glaueonite but also on the
20
amount of Sr an the spike which is added. If the isotopic
abundance of Sr 8 7 in the spike is not known with great
accuracy, it would have a noticeable effect upon the radio-
genie strontium coneentration determined,
b. Sinace the rediogent strontium is assumed to be
present only in the glasuonite, not in the contaminating
earbonate, any addition (2 ml. of Sr8 4 spike) to the total
amount of strontium measured causes the ratio of ratogent
strontium to toal strontiuma to dooreae and introducee
greater error. The isotopic ratio analysis has no Sr 8 4
spike added,
oe If the calcareous cement surrounding a grsin ts leached
away and the radiogento strontium conten t of the grain itself
is not aisturbed, then the %ptal amount of common strontium
seasured will be reduced. The peroentage of radiogenic stron-
tium to teal strontium present would be increased, and the
precision of measurement would also be improved.
c. sALCUMAIQ 0g AK g
Now that the *Sr87/Rb87  ratio has been calculated; and,
using the decay constant determined by Aldrich (1956), the
age for 03280A (4) can be calculated,
If t W- In (1+ 4 )
Where t o age of the mineral
* the decay constant - 1.39 x 10 /year
*Sr"7 = radiogenic Sr87 - 0.405 ppm
Bb - 64.2 ppm
Then: t 19 10 In (1 + 9.t.)
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- o0 f z 1tonla ( .o00631)
S0.7194 x 1011 x 0o.o03o
Si153 x  are
The Pros uetd for th*e various rattos, isotopt
oouposttons, and spiking be've been arrived at by ru=aag
iPtape1 to somplos, standartistng: labortory p tudnures,
lataflaboraary hooks on snalysos, rnanga sestonalc
oeatantastion cheeks, and by eeleaulatt the stmatart
deviations for a largoe nuber of samples whioh have bee
run in this laboratory.
They are;
error in aeavsreu t rtieos 0,5
error in stepto eoompoetion of spike and normal element
error in spike Z 2%
84/88 - .9961 (±o.oo$) - .
.2. .0)
Gross axltiplyisng 0.82*4+0.2815 * 0.00os561+o.53488
Error in 0.822 0o.824 (0.00oo5)2 + (.o025)2
* 0.oo46
rroer n O.2815 a - 0.2815 /(0.oo) + (0.0025)2
a 0.0016
Error n o.oo06 * o.oos6(o.ooM ) 0.o00001
Srr oin 0.5 348 05348(050025) * 0.001
Colleoting tsers ant ting errors,
0.81680(to.0c46) a 0.2538(t0.0029)
/I8 f 0a3101
Error in !/i o .3L 0 v1 (V )jj )
and N/S o.31V (to .o40)
Convertlag to weight tate
v/Sw. 0 o3o]l(to .0040) x -.o.53va 9 (3179o(.o0041)
The wPror in th spike * 39. (0 .79) age
w o .3179 x 39.6- 12.6
to these alreaty s entionte, the onentr tion of nerial
strontium ist
t* u .6(0to.3).pp
the error in the rubitiu Conoentration was oaloulat*d
in the sam way a the s0eal strontium a tos given below.
Total Rb 226S6(±4.9) ppm ant
1bt oonoetra tn 0.2832 x 226.6(±.9) 64.2(±i.4) ppm
Assuaing a an a error of (1j) iL the easuret 87/88
ratio for 03280 (4) Br ID?, the error in raiaiognto strontium
eontent for this antlysts. was found to be 0.374(.0o38) pp or
10. .
Using as error of (± .0) for the measured nt normal1
87/86 rattes, the rro in ratiogenit str utium coentent for
the isotople rato analysis was feat to be 0.05(0 .0144) ppm
or 3.6%. The earro In the age of this sam-ple It oaluated
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in the following manner.
I:.3x t0- In o(1 + 4.oz. ))
1 453 x 106 years
The error in age would be:
453 x 106 06 ]-)6 7
S19 x 106 years or 4.2%
But according to Gast (1957) as the number of analyses
increases the error decreases by \IY where K equals the
number of analyses.
Although the three samples 03280A (?a), (4), and (5)
were not integtde to be repetitions at the start of this
study, it is now apparent that their total rubidium to
total strontium ratios are all quite similer, approximately
twenty to one, For this reason they can be considered as
a triplicate analysis of 03?80A, and the formula OGst refers
to can be applied.
. ,5774
The error for the three runs would then be
0.5774 x 4.2% - 2.4%
The error in age would be +11 x 10 6 yers.
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In order to calculate a potassium-argon age, it is
necessary to determine the ratio of A(/KL) 0 in the sample.
Sample 03280A (4) is used as an example.
OR *.Z X 1 0 Xr)O 19 I 0
where Y - number of A3 8 atoms in spike a 87
N w 6.02 x 10 2 3
0.1058 - ratio of 40/38 In the spike gas
0.0119 x 10 2 a isotopic abundance of .K40
*R - 38/40 ratio after sir correction = 0.311
39.100 = atomic weight of potassium
Swe ight of sample a 500
K n= otassium value in per cent = 6.74
Collecting all the constants together into one term
* 0.003285
,Ao4 L 00328 (8 (l0.101 1 . o.1i)06 . ..311 x 5.00 x .7 4
-o 0.064
The equation used to cwlculate the age is:
tA.s ln [+to/K40 (JjL)
where t - age in years
A a total decay constant = 5,28 x 10o ear
A40/K 40 ratio s determined above = 0.0264
R - branching ratio - 0.118 -e
es 0.557 x 10o- 0 /yenr
AB - 4.72 x 10"10/year
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Sbt tatage.
* g4 z 1 years
The etstandsrpt error soumed for tho mesed attee ares
TI ov*rnfl error to ear o-e res eseuasm t is be-
Itedv to be F. r re with a air oI* uties grt er
than i0 , the eOr say be as hgh as i hse e s
meetly qualitative *ad an bosed ont pIt mteat al yaee,
nagreet with etmtdafla, sa osatuntastihes obeks At present
the largest stagle or tno ay ag o is still e to tohe potas
sIum valeso. Po this roeas the Weojet roently pumhase
a twym A vrlees. Photoeater tes l 146. Althea h
few samples *at standisrt hve been aays4t, it has greatly
IO~eaed the aemrmr of pota-sta detmrsitstlos atd has
shows a b ka dtegroh of rp ro detbl ityt so fr.
ty a s ui ag several different potassum stau ar& s eve
a portd of about 30 tateos, a worktg eoaurO for the stantdards
was sot up; sa the antum 4eviatten was font to b 0
This error is re" ed by reptitole of anal yes* Several
malyses of 5S320? 3I108, *ad b309, thrae blotito st1adards
whose potsestume ooatosts he been gravi st deterstod
by 014teib (1nd?). ow ve~ry o agrneast with 0oldito' s
6
if the re nta cObstatr of pofteste ± s at
the error In dtrwhattna of petestusm t
the eroll ptsslum error s a3.0 e t
It the overa l oee error ! .4rr 032*A (4)
then tetl error - 1.9f or a 1 resr.
the renilts for the foPur aifteret portiea of 03fl
eanlyset are gtea i table 3, 4A, 5 6, 7, ea t, tab1 s
) ant gie the uearwed strlatim aat rubidiam ratie,
nmbrP of sts *looleete4, s11 sample welight. Tabdle 5 a
6 **tat the . otasstau et aesm measurements . Tables
and 8 give the final results for both Uetho4s.
In Tables 7 na 8 the re&togeate Sr? sad a ge eterUsta-
tions market I.D. Or ea~elostatQ free .the tootope ftlutte
analyses, while the domstawatteas market 1.2. r ool*
elatet fr om the sotope ratio analyses.
The etanutr error for rub tdm oneooetrattos was
tovat to be roughly 2, ttle i fo r ral strontium it w
approststIely 2 .J. the stan da eror for any one of the
ana yses 03 OA (to, 4, or 5) to aeout , 2% The error.
reported t table VIZ for 93280A (i, 4, ad ) Werel based
on the formula 1isoassed by Goat (1957) whioh gives an
error of 2 .* #
The stanard erver for the potaiua-argon ages has
alre y been esoerbtd for 032GSA (1). beaeuse of the
somehat" higher air oorweetione a err w sary for 03280A (t
at 6), ansimu ar errors of 40 a t S resatitvol
nR~rc nat.~
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A. Orwea A m
The glasue nato age for the irasoenta npert* It
Table 8 Oampare very favorably w th these listad in table 9.
Thereo are two gleueenitte members present in the PreoaSt
formatioe so that an aat separison betwoeen the ages listed
in the two tables is not posible,
Cortor (1956) Middle Vpp Cambrian 436 z 106,y.
Waseergh
Harden (1c55) ileSti Upper C mbrian +460 x 106yr s
*A branoh g ratio, of 0.118 was ea t
2l. ~ fthe strontium sad rubidlma analyses for this
saple were quite good. The close agreement between the
moeasured Sr content for the itsotopto dilution and ratio
analyses supports this faCt
. 
The ealeulated 86/88 ratio
(011f9) for the isotope ratio analysts shows good agreement
with the aespted valsu of 0,1194 (SBtabridge snd itor, 1950).
the 87/6U ratio for the isotopic dilution analysis weas al-
culatod using the rubiftum free portion of the runa
One of the potassium solutions was run four times be-
bass d~aring the sooond set of analyses the galrvnoneter
neeoodle started drift badly.
The portion analyzed for argon ma placed in the furnace
35
ead outgasse( at room temperatur ovOrnight. None of the
samples placed In the turnae were outgass* at elevated tomp-
eratues prior to fustion.
g3Za1Ji L W The dupllate rubldaiu analyes show exeolleat
agr eaet, the strontium isotope dilution ra oatauinod
r dbttle sontamtnatioa throughbut In order to cale late
sa age for this rut a rubidium 83/87 ratio had to be
estimated, eand the meared 87 peaks had to be eoPooteed for
by subtrotting the eeaut of fb present, The eutlsm,
lduring the strontim isotope ratio analysis, was somewhat
erratlo as witnessed by the stroantiu 86/88 ratio of 0.1206
as 6peared to the normal value of 0.1194.
the potassian analyses for this sample showed exoellont
agrament. The portion analysed for agos was put in the
furae and pumped on for tour and one-half ays with no
heatiag.
9r328a l~ t he rubidit anwalyses for this portion show
greater variation than the two portions se but are still
in good agrement. The streaontim isotope dilution aelysis
contained rubidium oontasination throughout; and, because
no rubidium peaks were stjamed before the strontium eiestion
started, the oaloulateio of an age using this analysis would
have a very larSe error The strontium isotope ratio analyas
for this ~se w steady, and the strentum shows excellent
agrnent.
The potassium analyses show good agronment. The orgon
portion was allowed to outgas overnight at room tomperature
under vacuums.
36
A32AAU.L6)AL The rubldium concentration is base o on ly
one analysis. t1w earlier attempts to analyse the rubidium
content failed when the filament on the mass speetrometer
burned out beforl the samples oould be run m The strontium
isotope dilution analysis was a very good run with exeollent
resolution and no rdbtdiums outsmination from start to
finish. The strsntlis tsotop' dilution analysts was a
very good run with esellent resolution and no rubidium
containsation .frow start to fnlash. The strontium isotope
ratio run was fair. Beeause no strontium 88 peaks were
clleeted, no 86/88 ratio could be oeleulated to Oebk
against the rnsl tnrett* 86/88 ratioe
The potassium analyses show good agreement The argon
portion was placed in the furnae and allowed to pump overnight.
8, COCLS10M
1. The b/Sr ages for g3280A (2a, 4, and 5) show excellent
agremont sand prove that the aeetie acid lgehing for
seventeen hours hat no effeot on the age of this particular
glauonaito. The rubidium and radiogente strontium- ontent
reaiaed unahange while the normal strontium content was
lowerod frm 12 ppm to 8.6 ppm. By reducing the Common
strontim present, the percentage of *Sr 7 /Sr to inoreased
and the precision of measurement should be improve*. Beoause
of-the large amount of ealcium carbonate present, the matrix
portion gave a nmuh lower Rb/Sr ratio (<2) than the other
three analyses which gave retios of about 20. This low ratio
caused the errors to range from 32 for the isotope ratio
age to over 10oo for the isotope dilution age and made them
aoopletly nreltable.
a. The K/A ages for 03280A (2s, 4, and 5) also show
excellent emet aeend prove that heating at 97C for
twnty-five hours does not effeet the age. Although the.
A4 oontent listed In Table 0328A (4) io reoghlty
1 .30 lower than 03*O0A (2a andt), analyst ert does not
attribute this differease to the heating treatment whto
the sample resevted. It should also be noted that tis
fraction was outgassed for fouand one-half days prior
to boing analysed for argon . The matrix portion gave an age
which is in eellent agreement with the Rb/Sr ages but iso
35 nillton years *lder than the three other K/A analyses.
Tho measured amounts of A and potassium were both gprportion-
rlI? lower beeuase of the large mount of extraneous calatiun
carbonate presont. This does not appear to have effested
the age except to inrease the error in the accuracy with
which the smaller quantities of argon ean potassium can be
measured.
3. A plot of the three reliable Rb/Sr and K/A ages on the
Holmes fl Time Seal* (Figure 2), which was taken from Cormier s
thesis (1956), shows eM agreement. The K/A ages appear to
be slightly lower while the Rb/Sr aa are slightly higher.
An average of the ages for the two mothods gives 440(120)
million years which falls right on the line used by Holmes
in his time scale.
4. An age for the Sirkmoese ember of the Franeonia formation
of the Upper Cambrian has ben calculated as 455(!20) million
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years using the tb/Sr method. An ae0 of 425(62) mt1lio1
years has boeen oal *ated usitg the K/A method At present
the age oalousted by the Rb/Sr nethod Is Slightly mre
eonrat* besoe of tho unoertatity whih its still prosent
in the methoa uswe for poteostum detornattiom. If the
potaesium analyses reported in this st l are satually 30
high, the ealoulated ages would all be roughly I-1S millIto
years elders but the dtsoogreemet with Wasse burg aa
Mayden's E/A age (able 9) meets further ixvostigations
it Another smple or two fret the Rirkmose meuber should
be analysed ti order to deteorsne sample to oample re-
prodtnibility by both methoets of .age dtermatatie.
tI The portion 03f8UA (3) should be a nalysed nw to detertnea
the effeet of hetag at a higher te rature prior to to he
argom analysis.
3, A sople from the Reno member, whith ites above the
trbnose (Figure 1) should be analysSd to test the protsion
and degree of reslaution whit oesM be obtained by the Rb/Sr
and K/A methods.
Z. In order to detorate Just how qsk saterial can be
leaeheS from a gloaialte, several glamenites should be
split into hree or etow portions with an but one being
treated by a different strength of hytdroe loro or soetto
t4. The results from a an alysis of this type would be
ama for two reasnf
a) It may show that acids above a certain concentration
affect the *Sr ?/Rb87 ratio. If this is so, then only
acids below that concentration should be used,
b) It mey show that acids above a certmin strength all
leach the same amount of common strontium from the
rlaueonlte. If this is so, then one of the weakest of
these aeidE whieh Itah the same amount could be used
as a standard to leach all gleauonites.
5. Professor Pian~L of MIT has suggested setting up a columa
siller to an ton exchange column using a glauoonite in place
of thes. resi. This glauee nite would then be continuously
elated with an cid ,for several hours, This experiment
eat s like an esellet ides because it would simulate the
action of ground water as it flows through a permeable bed.
6. Olauooites of different lattice secings (some of the
less -orderred varietes) shatgp be leached and analyzed
by both methods., The poorly orystallized varieties are
likely to show a such peater spread between methods because
of the probability that less of the elements from the
glaueonite itself is more likely to occur
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